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Figure 1: Professor Koike and myself, discussing the history of Urushi lacquer.
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Introduction:
My name is Louise Davison
and I am 25 years old. Having
been born and raised in raised
in south east London, I
obtained my previous
bachelor’s degree in Fine Art
from UCA Canterbury. I am
currently in my second year of
The City and Guilds of
London Art School BA
programme for
Figure 2 : Myself on the flight to Haneda airport from Heathrow.
Conservation Studies,
where the areas of
specialism are the preservation of historic stone, wood, and decorative surfaces.
I am on track to graduate from CGLAS in 2021, where I will have achieved an
honours BA in historic conservation, whilst building my practical hand skills and
broadening my experiences through study. As a post graduate, I would love to be
working on community-based projects while travelling the world. My long-term goal
is to start a business that will allow for personal art projects and conservation of
objects. I first heard of The Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship through my University.

Study trip:
The opportunity
arose, through the
art school to apply
for an urushi
internship at
Tsurumi University,
Japan. The
internship structure
was presented as a
two-week intensive
course, with the
teaching and
accommodation to
be supplied by
Tsurumi University.
With flights, food and
spending money to be
funded by the student.

Figure 3: The red dot highlights Tsurumi on the map of Japan.

The chance to study the art of urushi is unique, as it is not taught in the UK. I knew
that this was a once in a lifetime chance, and I wanted to see first-hand the craft that
I had admired for a long time. I applied and was accepted, but without external
funding I knew I would not be able to complete the course. The Zibby Garnett Travel
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fellowship made my trip a reality. Once funding was confirmed I booked the flights,
travel insurance and pocket WIFI.

Aims
My aims for participating in the internship were as follows;
•
•
•
•
•
•

To handle and work with urushi lacquer
Develop new hand-skills
Personal and professional growth
Explore Japan
Gain an insight into the Japanese culture
Develop greater independence

I had never travelled so far from England before on my own. The drive to learn and
experience the course made me fearless in this adventure. My concerns for the trip
were to be in a country where I knew no one. While I was concerned that there may
be a language barrier which may impact my learning, I was thrilled at the prospect of
gaining of new skills and found the experience educational on many levels.

Figure 4: My first day in Tsurumi, first
stop ice cream.
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Itinerary of time
Date
21st July

Activity
Train, tube and bus to London
Heathrow
7.45pm flight to Haneda Tokyo
(Tokyo 8 hours ahead)

22nd July

Arrived in Haneda
Made my way from the airport to
Tsurumi station where I was greeted by
my tutors
I was taken to my accommodation,
shown the walking route to get to the
University and given a tour of the
University.

23rd July

Temple visit at So-ji ji, with a tour with
Buddhist monks and Zen meditation.
Meeting Professor Koike and discussion
on health and safety and the schedule
for the course.

24th July

Exploring the local area of Tsurumi
First classes
The art of scroll handling
The art of wrapping cultural objects

25th July

Preparing the ground layer of lacquer
with local clay to fill the wood grain, on
coasters.
Designing Maki-e bowl in dragonfly
design
Polishing and exposing mother of pearl
shell on the chopsticks, then application
of coloured lacquer
•

Each application of lacquer
requires curing in a controlled
environment over night
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26th July

Sanding the ground layer of coasters.
Application of first thin layer of filtered
urushi on coasters and Maki-e
Sanding of chopsticks

27th July

Polishing with charcoal on coasters and
chopsticks
Application of new layer
Application on gold powder on Maki-e
bowl
Visiting Ueno, Tokyo
Visiting a café dedicated to owl.
The urushi shop to buy materials

28th July

Edo-Tokyo Museum
The National Museum of Modern Art
Mori Art Museum
Trying local delicacies

29th July

Exploring colour with pigments and
application of colour, playing with
silver powder

30th July

Samurai Museum
Asakura Museum of Sculpture

31st July

Drawing at a shrine near the university
Sanding and application of lacquer on
coasters
Final polish of Chopsticks
Visiting a British style pub as a farewell
to the tutors and students.

1st August

Final goodbyes
Visiting a series of temples and local
beach before packing
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2nd August

Professor and Askura, saying farewell at
the airport
10 hour flight back to London

3rd August

Arriving back in London

Costs
As previously stated the course and accommodation were funded through Tsurumi
University. The total cost of flight, food and spending money came to £2,010. I was
lucky enough to receive £1000 from The Zibby Garnett Travel fellowship towards
the project. The remaining funds were found through personal funding. Prior to
starting my BA Conservation Studies I worked for two years to save money to fund
myself, as I had no other possibility of external funding. I decided to put some
savings towards the trip, which otherwise would have been for my second year
tuition fees, as I was so eager not to miss the opportunity.
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Urushi lacquer
The urushi lacquer comes from the sap of the Asian lacquer tree called
toxicodendron vernicifluum. To harvest the sap, slashes are made onto the trunk of
the tree. Once obtained, it is filtered several times through layers of special paper.
The result is a translucent lacquer which colour ranges from very light to a dark
amber.
This sap can be used as an adhesive but commonly used as a medium for decorative
purposes. When exposed to high humidity an enzyme is activated in the sap, this
process extracts oxygen from the water in the enzyme
and supplies it to the urushiol compound. The
urushiol polymerises, forming a hard film. Even after
it's hardened, the urushi retains some of the original
water, making it look luxurious and shiny.
The more urushiol there is in the sap, the higher the
quality of the lacquer will be. This tree is a relation to
poison ivy. It is the urushiol that makes the lacquer so
dangerous to work with. Allergic reactions can occur
due to its toxic properties. To cure the lacquer the
work must be kept in a controlled environment. With
the temperature between 20～25℃, relative humidity
being 70～80% and applied in thin layers with time
allowed to dry overnight.
Fully hardened urushi lacquer is very stable and
Figure 5: Slashes on
toxicodendron vernicifluum tree
strong. It is also completely inert and non-revisable.
It is able to withstand alkali, acid, and alcohol,
although alcohol does soften the lacquer. The
substance is able to resist temperatures of over 300℃. It is also resistant to moulds
and mildews. It does however, have weaknesses. It can be degraded by UV rays
from the sun and other sources, or extremely dry conditions.

Figure 6: The sap harvested
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Being a student in Japan
Having the opportunity to be a student at an overseas university, is a truly
unforgettable experience. The community at Tsurumi University were extremely
warm and welcoming. I was allowed full access to all the facilities, including the
library, common rooms and computers.
Tsurumi is located in the suburbs of the Tokyo. I had a forty-minute walk to reach
the university each day. Therefore, I was able to interact with the local community
and experience life in Japan; learning the customs and functioning in the new
environment I was in.

Figure 7: Cemetery on route to university
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Urushi Projects
Chopsticks
Completing the chopsticks project required several stages. In the process, which are
outlined below. The chopsticks had been pre-prepared to a base layer of coloured
urushi with mother of pearl inlay.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanding the chopsticks
Application of coloured urushi - purple and yellow
Allowing to cure overnight – some occasions needed several nights as the
application was quite thick
Polishing with deer skin, polishing powder and rapeseed oil
Application of thin layer of clear urushi
Allowed to cure overnight
Polishing
Final application of urushi
Allowed to cure overnight

Figure 8: Shells for decorative purposes
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Figure 9: Application of coloured lacquer on chopstick

Figure 10: Finished chopsticks in decorative case
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Dragonfly bowl
The Dragonfly Maki-e bowl required several stages of application and drying time.
The bowl was prepared to allow for the application of the Maki-e design upon top.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choosing of design
Tracing paper to draw the outline of the design
Red lacquer used on top of the outline and printed on to the bowl
The outline was infilled with red lacquer
The design was blotted several times so that the design was extremely thin
This was allowed to cure overnight
Application of the gold powder
Allowed to cure overnight
A light dust to remove any excess powder
An application of a thin layer of transparent urushi on top of the design
Allowed to cure over night
A final polish, with polishing powder and a small amount of rapeseed oil,
using my finger tips to apply pressure on to the surface and get the desired
effect
Cleaning of edges of the design

Figure 11: Red coloured lacquer and translucent
lacquer

Figure 12: Outline of dragonfly ready for application

Figure 13: Maki-e bowl ready for gold powder
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Figure 14: Removal of loose gold
from the surface

Figure 15: Polishing of surface with polishing powder and rapeseed
oil

Figure 16: Final result of Maki-e bowl
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Coasters
The course was designed so that although there were time constraints, each stage of
the application of the urushi lacquer was explored. I was given two pieces of wood,
unseasoned and with the aim to know how to fill the wood grain, to experience how
to first treat an urushi decorative object.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanding the wood
Filling in the wood grain with local clay and unfiltered lacquer
Excess was removed with a cotton cloth
Allowed to cure overnight
A thin layer of filtered lacquer was applied evenly over the surface
Allowed to cure overnight
Was sanded with charcoal in both solid and powder form until the surface is
completely flat
Then another thin layer of lacquer was applied
This process of sanding and application of lacquer, repeated five times, to
give the appearance of depth
Final layer was polished with polishing powder to give the characteristic
shine of the lacquer

Figure 17: Filling the wood grain with
clay and urushi
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Figure 18: Filtering the lacquer to remove impurities and
dust

Figure 19: Polishing the surface with
rapeseed oil and polishing powder

Figure 20: Final result of circle coaster
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Figure 21: Final result of square coaster

Experimenting with colour
The chopstick project highlighted an interest in coloured lacquer. I found a urushi
specialist shop in Ueno, that had many amazing tools and materials. I was drawn to
the dry pigments. The tutors were very encouraging for me to explore the material,
and showed me how to mix a pigment with the lacquer.
The technique involved mixing the pigment into the lacquer repeatedly, the less
mixing, the darker the colour will be. This is the main outcome for me from the
experiment.
Once the coloured lacquer was made, I was able to apply the coloured lacquer on a
test board and also experiment with silver powder.

Figure 22: Mixing of the coloured lacquer.
Figure 23: Filtering of lacquer to remove any excess pigment particles
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Figure 24: Freehand application of coloured lacquer
Figure 25: Silver powder application

Extra-curricular activities

There were multiple amazing things I was able to see whilst on my trip. I visited
markets, temples, museums, and many more. The museums were fantastic, with a
range of art and artefacts that I had never seen before. My favourite museum was
Tokyo National Museum, where there was an incredible collection of lacquerware
from all over east Asia.
One of my personal highlights was visiting a café, dedicated to owls which I now
refer to now as the owl café. The owl café was in the centre of Tokyo, the purpose of
the café is to feed and play with the birds and hedgehogs.
The tutors planned an outing to a pub called the Rose and Crown, which had been
modelled after a central London pub. This was a wonderful farewell and opportunity
to get to know the tutors on a personal level, as well as to thank them for all their
teaching.
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Figure 26: Owl café experience

Figure 27: Group photo from Rose and Crown

Figure 28: Lacquer object from Tokyo National
Museum
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Reflections
On reflection the teaching was outstanding. I had four tutors that were dedicated to
teaching and were extremely committed for me to learn the craft. The schedule had
been planned so each mini project allowed for me to learn about each stage of the
urushi handling. The language was not an issue when learning the craft but the
translation of the science behind the craft was a slight issue.
In hindsight, I would have liked more time to look at the conservation of current
projects at the university. I was given a tour of the equipment of the department,
where they had many interesting pieces. A curious aspect to the university is that it
specialises in both cultural objects and dentistry. The cross-disciplinary nature of the
university meant that the cultural department had access to the dentistry equipment.
I would have also liked to have longer time to see in person the harvesting of the sap
from the trees. However, I completed all the tasks that were set out for me by the
Professor and other tutors. I also managed to look into further interests, for instance,
metal curing as well as experimenting with colour. I felt like the tutors were very
keen for me to tailor the experience to my own interests.

Figure 29: Experiments with metal
curing
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Conclusion
My impressions of Japan as a country are that it is one full of traditions, beauty and
respect. I felt extremely safe and it was very clean. People were polite, keen and
often eager to speak to me. However, it should be noted the places I visited were
extremely specific to art and culture. Speaking to local people there seemed to be
little awareness on urushi lacquer work, which surprised me.
I went in the summer season so it was extremely humid. The accommodation was
self-catering so I was able to make my own food. The accommodation was quite a
long walk from the local station to travel into the centre of Tokyo, which meant often
I would have to factor in my travel time for planning my days.
I was staying in the suburbs, with little diversity. As a Caucasian female I felt
somewhat a novelty. The university itself was very welcoming, with an eagerness to
share knowledge and a strong sense of pride to show me everything that was being
achieved at the university.
One of the most important things I have learned from working with urushi is how
time sensitive the application process is. There is a lot of time consumed waiting for
hardening and polishing. I also had the opportunity to develop as a student and a
professional, as well as improving my organisation and time management.
The experience will help me in my future career as a trainee conservator. Having indepth knowledge of urushi will give me an advantage, as it is not common in
conservation training in the UK. Although it should be noted, these skills are
essential in the repair and preservation of Japanese artefacts. The highlight of the
course was being taught this historic craft by seasoned professionals.
This trip helped me develop both academically and personally, improving my hand
skills, broadening my knowledge, being shown new techniques and building my
confidence. I found myself somewhat isolated, but it was extremely refreshing to
spend that time with myself. I believe I have learned more from being independent
on this trip. I have proven to myself that I can be self-reliant; that anything is
possible if you put your mind to it. In the future, if any opportunities as exciting as
this internship was put forward to me, I would not hesitate. It is so important to
experience new cultures and learn new skills.
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Advice for future scholars
•
•
•
•

I would recommend for any internship experience, but especially for a
placement abroad. To have a clear sense of what you want to achieve, but
also be open minded to experience things you didn’t expect.
Say yes to all the opportunities that are offered.
Don’t be scared to try new things.
Document everything, taking photos and notes, it will be so rewarding to
look back on.

If I ever made a similar trip again, I would want a longer period of time to travel and
explore more of my personal and academic interests. I would love to visit Japan
again, as I am aware there are placement opportunities dealing with the Japanese art
of making specialty tools. I would love to be able to experience and appreciate the
level of skill and knowledge behind making tools, such as wood carving chisels.
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